
Kerala Tour  

 

Duration : (08Nights / 09Days) 
Cochin - Athirapilly - Kumarakom - Verkala - Poovar - Kovalam - Kovalam - 
Kanyakumari 

Day 1:- Arrive Cochin & Transfer to Athirapilly 

Arrive cochin airport, meet & greet upon arrival then transfer to athirapelly is famous for its beautiful water fall 
athirappilly falls is situated in athirappilly panchayath in thrissur district of kerala, on southwest coast of india. Enjoy 
the height & width & beauty of this niagra fall of india then overnight at resort. 

 

Day 2:- Athirapilly - Cherrai 
After breakfast at resort, chk out from resort then proceed to cherrai, it's a wonderfull island near to cochin but you 
can say it's a wonderland of water where you will find backwater & beach on same place, arrive & chk inn to the hotel, 
day is free for fun around the water a scenic view of cherrai, overnight at cherrai. 

 

Day 3:- Cherrai - Alleppey 

After breakfast, chk out & transfer to alleppey the backwater destination of kerala here you will find a unique 
experience of boat accommodation, board on to houseboat which will be round aleppey, lunch & dinner at houseboat, 
overnight at housboat. 

 

Day 4:- Alleppey - Kumarakom 

After breakfast at houseboat, chk out from boat then transfer to kumarakom its very near to alleppey but you will 

find a different way of hosspitality of kerala in resort, and can see the beauty fo backwater of different places in and 

around kumarakom, overnight at resort. 
 
 
 

 



Day 5:- Kumarakom - Verkala 

After breakfast chk out from resort of kumarakom & proceed to verkala, arrive & chk inn to the resort on world famous 
beaches of verkala, enjoy full day of sun bath on the beach, overnight at resort. 
 
 

 

Day 6:- Verkala - Poovar 

After breakfast proceed to poovar ( poovar is a island very near from trivendrum but you have to use jetty to reach 

to the hotel or resort in poovar) arrive & chk inn to the hotel, you can use ayurvedic treatment in this beautifull island 

resort & hospitality is superb, overnight at resort. br /> 

 

 

Day 7:- Poovar - Kovalam 

After breakfast chk out from hotel & proceed to kovalam, kovalam is the perfect place for the sea lovers where you 
can enjoy water sports activities too adventure of sea is available here, chk inn to the resort, enjoy full day at sea 
beaches of kovalam, overnight at resort 

 

Day 8:- Kovalam - Kanyakumari - Kovalam 

After early breakfast leave for kanyakumari, visit the famous vivekanand memorial, sea beaches, & the most 

famous sun set point in the evening & be a part of this amazing sunset in kanyakumari, after view of this ultimate 

view of sunset drive back to kovalam, overnight at resort. 

 

 

 

Day 9:- Depart Kovalam 

After breakfast, day is free for leisure till chk out then chk out from hotel & proceed to trivandrum airport to catch 

your connecting flight to onward destination or your home town. Tour end with the sweetest memories of the tour. 



 

 
 

 

 

 


